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The difficulty in project implement at ion is not so much the process 

of programming at the outset (resulting in the activity scheduling data, 

earliest  start  and  finish timos,   lotest start  and finish  tino?  as well 

as total  and  fro-    fio-".*:;), ho-- to   -xorcirie • ffeetivc   project control 

during the various  phases of project   implementation -     t'fectivt   feedback 

and re-programmi ng of the strategy whenever needed once   implementation 

starts.       Unfortunately,   at  the outset project programming  is  frequently 

emphasized without  equal  omphaaia King .riven to project  control.       It 

goes  without  saying,  howevur,   that   adequate  project  programming io 

essential  for adequate project   control. 

Before dealing wiJ.r  the  question when  to use  a computer,   a brief 

explanation of computer-  is required.      Computers  add,   subtract, multiply 

and divide numbers   IF well as   atore them.        These  anthmetio processes 

can be so  arranged to produce  the required outcome  and  to perform these 

processes the computer should  le  instructed.      This  t.-ik,.-« the  form of 

atritamente given to the  computer   IB  input.       The  summary of  all  state- 

ments  required to 'btain certain result.?  in known  ac  the  "programmo". 

There  are small  and  large  electronic  computers  such as the IBM 16?U 

and IBM   >60 respective.-ly.       The-  difference  betw.-en tht*m  lies   in the  fact 

that   largo  computers have more   capacity,   arc  faster  in.  operation,   capabl,- 

of providing output   in   a variety of farms   and more expensive   than  smaller 

ones.       However,   for some specific problema utilization of large computers 

might  K-  cheaper  th-4  ....11        lu„  to  the aforementioned  features.       A 

great number of computer pro/nrammes h-ivo been developed to date and th" 

majority of them satisfy general needs. However, for mon:- specific or 

sophisticated needs,  special  programmes are  to be written up. 

Network input to computers mainly consists oi~ activity numbers, 

activity descriptions,   activity duration?,   resources   -\nd coots.       In 

addition,   infor-ma+ion on the  department  or division of th^ organization 

or agency responsible ¿-or the  accomplishment of each activity can be add«d. 

1-his  information could be put  in some computer programme input form a« 

well as punched into cards. 
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Output of computers - the print out,  could include time data which 

mainly gives total  as well as freo floats by activity.      Computers are 

capable of sorting the. output  of  a variety of orders  as required;     for 

instane«,   nortina   activities  by  total  float   according to  their degree of 

criticality v.   asconding positiv,.-   flo-t  order.       This  would show the most 

critical  activities  first,   then  those   Usr-  critical   and  finally those with 

tho biggest positive  tot d  float.      Moreover,  results  of resource  and cost 

scheduling of resource and  cost   programme?   could be   also obtained on 

additional  lists.       Such data can be produced and shown  in bar chart or 

histogram forms. 

For departmental control,   computer output,   in   addition,   could be given 

by  a department  or division of the organisation.       Follow-up reports on 

different  degrees of dot .-il   for various  levels of  project management  can 

be produced by sorting and selective printing of necessary information. 

For project management  to  use an  available programme at,   for  instance, 

a computer service    entre,   it has to develop the project  network  diagram 

and prepare a list  of project   activities vith their descriptions,   numbers 

and durations.       This data  should be punched into   cards   and tho  punching 

should  follow the  pattern  indicated in the programme.       Then these  cards 

are given to the computer service centre  *\or processing,  which in turn will 

provide project management  with  the output. 

When  to use computers? 

Despite the  fact that much has been said on tha importance of computer 

application and network techniques, there is no    definite or concrete 

answer to this question.      However, the following factors are to be 

considered: 

1. Number of activities included in the network. 

2. Duration of the    roject and frequency of progress reporting 

for project control. 

3. Availability and cost  of computers. 

1.     ffufflber of activities  included in the network 

If the network  includes   a small number of activities,  say 100 to 200, 

scheduling computations can be made by hand.      For networks having a 
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greater number of activities,  particularly those of 1,000 or more, 

OOtaputer application próvidos  f?.stcr computations and avoids errors that 

might  otherwise occur when manual methods   are   used. 

2.       Duration of the  project   and frequency of  progross reporting 
for project  control 

A project o*1  a  shor;  duration  in the  order of six months,  for instance, 

with follow-up reporting every two months,   cui   be dealt with economically 

hy manual methods.       The sanie  could be said for relatively  small-sized 

projects whore  nil  the activities are the  responsibility of one department 

in an organization or one person  and are well  known to him. 

Most  of the industrial  development  projects in  developing countries 

have a duration of two to  five years; and,   in   addition,   thuy are complex in 

nature.       This partly  stems   from the  fart   that  the project   is new  to   a 

country where prior relevant  experience  is   lacking and where managerial 

and technical personnel having different  training and  background   are 

required.       A more  elaborate organization of work   icconpl ishment   ir, needed 

SO that  the various  proiect   components  nn b...   chronologically carried out 

at the right  tine   and   in  th.   right   pl-c...       Furthermore,    a    conditions 

change  in the course  of  implementation,   frequent  collection of dati  fuid 

information,   periodic  ev-luation of progress   ar.d revision  of strategy  seem 

to be  imperative.       Progress  reporting vici pen cue  revision may   be 

necessary every two  weeks   if riot  weekly.       AU  too often  this calls  for 

collection  and processing of   . considerable   amount  of data and for 3pfjed 

and reliability of control  -aid rc-programnu ng» 

With  large projects  a decision ::.ight  be  taken at  a certain  level  in 

the organizational set-up,   concerning some  part or portion of a project, 

which might not  be based on  sufficient knowledge of the  situation  in  other 

parts of the  proiect.       F   ^h  a decision,   which may  be  effective-   for this 

particular p irt  of the project,  ;n iy have   detrimental   effects on  other  parts 

of the project   or on  the speed  and cost  of completing the  project   as   a 

whole.       Therefore,   it   is  essential to  determine the  impact of  individual 

decisions on the various  activities  in  the network.       Cumputer utilization 

in this respect  is of great help. 

On the other hand,  not  every mnnagor of a part of the project is 

interested in following up the progress of the entire project.      Follow-up 
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reports should contain only the information needed by the recipient of the 

report.       Such  information  should arrive at  the right person at the right 

time so that  effective control cm be   -.chioved.       In this  reg ird computers 

can be used to  gre it   - ivantage as   they   arc capable  of processing huge- 

amounts of dat-   -aid arranging the  results in   a groat variety of orders. 

As previously mentioned,   sorting -j¿d selective printing of information  and 

various  follow-up information required  by different  people  can  be produced 

faster and more reliably  than '..ith m .nual methods.      Furthermore,  alterna- 

tive  solutions   to  probier,  projects  which are  behind schedule  can be more 

easily and rapi ily simulated and compared by  computers,   than  by manual 

methods. 

3.       Availability and cost  of computers 

The   iforemeiitionod hat:  cited the  superiority of using computers under 

certain conditions  in  the  procese- of  implementation of projects.      A vital 

factor    also  to   tv considered in  the  availability of and cost   incurred in 

using computers.       As   is well knovm,   not  every organization,   corporation, 

..-te.   in  developing countries,  sponsoring the   implementation of one or more 

project--, ^wns   a computer or even  has   access  to some nearby computing 

f-ci litios  in  other organisations or computer cervice centres.      Even when 

computer  availability   is   not  a problem,  many organizations  and development 

.,-encies  cannot   afford  t-he.  ^ost  of using one.       It   is also worth mentioning 

that when  considering the  coot of computer utilization,   not  only has  the 

coot of buying time  -t  one  of the  computing centres to be  taken into 

-ccount,   but   --.lso the   cost   to be   incurred  m  preparing the necessary  da.ta 

for computer and related  organization.       Computers   located thousands  of 

kilometres  distance  from tne project.:   are costly to use  and of no value  for 

day to day control,   particularly  if dat- forms have to be mailed. 

Finally,   a point  to be emphasized  is that  computers  cannot 

be substituted for the  judgement of project personnel, which is bfisod on 

training and experience of many years. 






